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Dear Ennnett,
Since I finished my long book on the Indo-European and Semitic languages,
B decipherment .
Lately I have been paying most attention to the Knosos chariot tablets.
Certain difficulties have struck me that you perhaps can help to settle,
with your long knowledge of the originals.
I have had time to take up again the evaluation of the Linear

1. Since I have at last managed to borrow a copy of Scripta Minoa II,
I have compared the photographs and transcriptions with the transliterations
published by the Institute of Classical Studies, University of London, in
the Supplementary Papers 1 and 2. Several times the transliteration gives
syllables or whole words that I can see no trace of and no room for on the
preserved parts of the tablets as shown in SM II; e.g.,
Sd0402
a-u-qe
(ItQI-JA
Sd0403
(I)-QI-JA
Sd0405 I~I-JA
-.·
Sd0408 & 0411
-r~-ne-o o-po-qo ke-ra-jaa-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na
Sd0409 & m481
a-ja-meSd04l2
-ja-pi o-pi-~-..Ji.-~
a-ja-me-na
Sd0415, 0417, & 0469
-i-ja-pi
So0442
ZE 1
Have unnumbered fragments been joined to these? Or are the characters that
I can't find in SM II tacit restorations? I-QI?-JA is already cited as
part of 0405 in "Evidence," JHS, 72 (1952), 100. 'Where does the strange
form a-u-qe come from? Docume'iits, p. 367, has it; but the photograph facing
p . 110 does not show it any more than the one in SM, pl. XIV.
2. I am looking for something that would seem to me a very weighty
argument in favor of the Ventris decipherment--a case where it has led to
the correct joining of fragments. The conditions that I consider necessary
are these: By using v.•s transcription and interpreting it as Greek, we see
that two fragments comprise one text; and this would not be clear from
comparing the fragments to a certain unbroken tablet without regard to V ··' s
decipherment. Once the broken edges are set together, they fit not just
possibly but convincingly, although this too would have been debatable if
the decipherment had not prompted the attempt at juxtaposition.
The decipherment would not have favored the joining of 0417 to 0469,
irresistible though it is if-WS disregard the decipherment. The decipherers
have desperately tried to make sense of the alternation between i-qi-jo
a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-no and i-qi-ja a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na by postulating a first
declension dual in -o. But the joining of the two fragments makes a
sequence i-qi-jo mi-to-we-sa a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na. Is there any reason for
joining 0415 to the right of 0469, except to connect the ideographic 2 after
the chariot with the supposed dual ( i)-ai-.io? Could there ~e something in
in the texture of the ciay that arg1les 'Qley belong together.
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2

3. The sign at the end of a-ra-ro-mo-te-me-na (and its variants) is
untypical of no. 6 in your list, at least in most occurrences on the chariot
tablets. Of course it is not identical with no. 36 either, as was thought
before V. ts decipherment. Can you tell me whether the shape 7 occurs
outside the chariot tablets, or in any context except at the end of a word
folloWing no. 13? What evidence have we that it is not a different character,
neither 6 nor 36? Do you regard this shape as an idiosyncracy of the scribe
who made the chariot tablets?
I am reserving my judgment on the success of the decipherment in providing
an explanation of the chariot tablets until I hear from you. So far it
looks to me as if v. did not take account of this case of alternation between
36 and 57 when he cho¢se the values jo and ja, and it remains unclarified.
You know I have doubts about jo anyhow, because the sign occurs at the begirming
of several words.

